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2 Department of astronomy of Shumen University, BG-9700 Shumenvpopov�astro.bas.bg; dinko�astro.bas.bg; d.kyurkhieva�shu-bg.net;tbonev�astro.bas.bg; npetrov�astro.bas.bg(Submitted on 20.08.2012; Aepted on 25.09.2012)Abstrat. The paper presents the ideas for improvement of the equipment for the low-dispersion spetrosopy at Rozhen NAO (National Astronomial Observatory) and theirrealizations. The design and tests of the new slit unit revealed that it allows inreasing 2.2times the observed spetral range, substantially shortens the time for positioning, inreasesthe quality of the spetra, allows for automati hange of observed spetral range. On theother hand the new grism for the red hannel of the 2-hannel foal reduer FoReRo2 wouldgive onsiderable inrease of the spetral resolution. The higher time e�ieny as well asthe higher quality of the spetra are sure prerequisites for the suessful solution of moreastronomial tasks based on observations in this mode.Key words: Astronomial spetrosopyIntrodutionConsiderable part of the interesting astronomial objets are not aessible forhigh resolution spetrosopi observations due to their faintness. This mainlyonerns the late stars. As a result they are insu�iently studied althoughthey present the most numerous objets in our Galaxy. The low-resolutionspetrosopy gives some possibility to overome this problem. It allows toextrat information about the emission of the faint stars into spetral linesas well as about their energy distribution into di�erent spetral ranges.In order to expand the possibility for a spetral study of faint objets (forwhih Coude spetrosopy is impossible) at Rozhen National AstronomialObservatory we undertook improvement of the equipment for low-dispersionspetrosopy with the 2-hannel foal reduer FoReRo2 attahed to the 2-mtelesope.1 Motives to improve the low-dispersion spetrosopyTests for low-dispersion spetrosopy at Rozhen NAO are made by the spe-trograph UAGS (Popov, 1983; Mihov et al., 2006). Another attempt for low-dispersion spetrosopy was performed by the single hannel foal reduerFoReRo.A new better possibility to get low-dispersion spetra arose with the bring-ing into servie of the 2-hannel foal reduer FoReRo2 (Jokers et al. 2000). Ito�ers several modes of observations: broad-band imaging; narrow-band imag-ing; long-slit spetrosopy.A olor dividing (dihroi) beam-splitter in the parallel beam of the foalreduer re�ets the blue part of the spetrum and transmits the red part.Camera lenses in eah "hannel" form redued images of the Rithey-ChretienBulgarian Astronomial Journal 18(3), 2012



Improvement of the low-dispersion spetrosopy at Rozhen NAO 73foal plane whih are reorded by two CCD's. Filters and grating prisms anbe put into the parallel beam after the olor divider.This devie allows a long-slit spetrosopy with grating prisms (transmis-sion grating emented on a prism) and a slit at the Rithey-Chretien foalplane. All parameters and the optial sheme of the foal reduer FoReRo2 anbe found at the site of the Rozhen NAO: http://www.astro.bas.bg/forero/info.The red hannel of FoReRo2 has IR objetive and CCD amera VersAr-ray:512B (512 x 512 pixels, 24 x 24 µm). The grating prism (grism) of thered hannel has 300 grooves/mm. This amera with the present grism gives,with slit width 110 mirons ( equivalent to 1.5 arse on the sky), spetralresolution 5.223 A/pix in the range 5000-7000 A.The low-dispersion spetra made by the available equipment led to anumber of signi�ant results in di�erent astronomial tasks so far. In theframework of this projet we established that it would be possible to im-prove onsiderably the quality of the obtained low-dispersion spetra and toinrease the time e�etiveness of this mode of observations with relativelysmall resoures and e�orts.Improvements ould be searhed for in several areas:(1) Inrease of the observed spetral range whih is very important formany astronomial tasks. At present the extent of the observed spetral rangeis 1050 À in the blue hannel and 2700 À in the red hannel of FoReRo2.(2) The hange of the wavelength range to be done with a omputerontrol but not manually. This would save time and ahieve preise setting ofthe desired range.(3) To seek a possibility to use the same �at �eld for di�erent positionsof the telesope. Currently, this is impossible due to mehanial de�etion ofthe FoReRo2 onstrution.(4) Visual ontrol of the position of the objet relative to the slit in orderto aelerate the proess of targeting and to allow guiding.The urrent proedure for inserting the objet into the slit inludes 7 stepsand takes more than 10 minutes. The manipulations are (Fig. 1): removinggrism; removing the slit and making an exposition of the �eld to determinethe loation of the objet onto the CCD matrix; setting of the slit and makingdiret image in order to determine the loation of the slit projetion on thematrix of the CCD amera; alulation of the orretion of the telesopeo�set required to reonile the position of the objet and the slit; set thealulated orretion; making ontrol exposures with slit to estimate the lightfrom the objet passed through the slit (these short-adene images annotbe used for siene further); exposures after additional minor orretions ofthe telesope position to test the optimal position of the objet by the bestsignal/noise ratio; setting of the grism and exposing the siene frame. Someof the foregoing steps are made using the art. When the telesope is pointingto the west the needed movements of the art takes muh time that extendsonsiderably the "dead time".The maximum exposure duration depends on the quality of the guiding(Bonev & Dimitrov, 2010) for a given telesope position but does not exeeda few minutes.



74 V. Popov et al.This long proedure is repeated for eah new objet as well as after severalexposures during patrol observations for a given objet. This results in gapsof the patrol, i.e. a low oe�ient of the time overing of the yle.
Fig. 1. Three of the seven steps (see text) of positioningThe slow and omplex proedure of the inserting of the objet into theslit leads to less than 50 % time e�ieny of this mode of observations. Addi-tionally, half of this prolonged proedure is made outdoors, sometimes underhilly winter onditions.2 The new slit unitOne of the main shortomings of the present low-dispersion spetrosopyat Rozhen NAO is the small spetral range. The solution seems simple: tohange the smaller detetor CCD VersArray:512B with the available Ver-sArray:1300B whih working area is 2.2 times larger and its inverse lineardispersion is 4.77 A/pix.But it turned out that using the new CCD aused a new problem: the sys-tem design does not allow sealing of the spae between the lens and detetor.As a result a ondensation began at the enter and gradually spread outwardand overed the whole entrane window of the amera within of 1-2 hours(Fig. 2). The reason for this ondensation is the low-temperature ooling ofthe CCD VersArray by liquid nitrogen.Solution of the ondensation problem was found by blowing dry nitrogenvapors through newly-made holes in the spae between the lens and the CCDwindow (Fig. 3). This method was borrowed from the solution of similarproblem with the amera VersArray:1300B at the diret fous of the 2-mtelesope. In our ase the shutter of the amera VersArray:512B serves as atransient link between the foal reduer and VersArray:1300B, so holes hadto be drilled in the shutter housing.The use of the new CCD amera led to another problem as well: appearingof unwanted fringes. In priniple, they should be leaned by the �at �eldredution. But it turned out that the �at �eld is di�erent at the di�erentpositions of the telesope due to a mehanial de�etion of the onstrution.The solution of this problem is reating of a moveable slit whih an be shiftedto ompensate the de�etion.



Improvement of the low-dispersion spetrosopy at Rozhen NAO 75Suh a slit whose �ne motion is ahieved by omputer ontrolled steppermotor ould also solve the problem of fast and preise hange of the observedspetral range.
Fig. 2. Bad frames after the spread of the ondensation

Fig. 3. The blowing of dry nitrogen vaporsWe designed a sheme of a slit whih is monitored by a amera and whosemovement is remotely ontrolled. The blok diagram of slit ontrol is pre-sented on (Fig. 4). Further we provide information about its realization.The mirror slit itself (Fig. 5) is made of two polished stainless steel plateswith a squared shape and size of 30 mm. The width of the slit an be hangedmanually in the range 0-1 mm whereas the distane between the plates is �xedby steel sheet with a alibrated thikness. The two slit plates are mountedon support whih allows tilting of the slit plane about an axis parallel to itslength. The slit is driven by a stepper motor ontrolled via USB. A srew withthread M 10 x 1.5 onverts the rotation of the motor axis into a linear motionof the slit (Fig. 5). There is a possibility to hange the speed of the rotationof the stepper motor within broad range: from 1 steps/s to 1000 steps/s.To remove the side glimmers and interferene pitures a sreen was made.It is set below the slit and moves together with it (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 4. Sheme of the remote ontrol of the slit movement

Fig. 5. The moving mirror slitThe hoie of CCD amera that "looks" at the slit is not a trivial task be-ause the sizes of the standard astronomial CCD ameras are large and they



Improvement of the low-dispersion spetrosopy at Rozhen NAO 77ould not pass through the entrane spae for the slit unit. The solution wasWebam-based olor CCD matrix 640 x 480 pixels Sony ICX098 BQ, modi�edfor long exposures using Steve Chambers method(http://www.pmdo.om/).Earlier suh a modi�ed webam was used for the photoguiding in the Coudefous of the 2-m telesope (Popov et al., 2006).
Fig. 6. The sreen removing the side glimmersThe amera of the new slit unit is hanged on a swivel allowing it to "bow"in order to pass through the entrane spae as well as to adjust the tilt angleof optial axis to ahieve mirror re�etion from the slit and avoid vignettingof the working �eld (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7. The webamera hanged on a swivelThe power supply unit of the new slit is �xed near the deteting partof FoReRo2. A speial box was made to save the slit unit in non-operatingstatus (Fig. 8).



78 V. Popov et al.3 Results of the tests of the new slit unitThe probation and tests of the new slit unit revealed that it ful�lls the projetgoals.(1) There is a full reproduibility of the dependeny of the pixel positionof the slit projetion onto the CCD frame on the number of motor steps.(2) The time for hange of the observed spetral range by the new equip-ment is several seonds that is negligible ompared to the several minutesspent so far for this proedure.(3) The high auray of the slit positioning allows solving the problemof the �at �elds due to de�etion of the telesope.

Fig. 8. The power supply and box saving the non-working slit unit on FoReRo2(4) The new targeting takes a minute that is onsiderably faster than thetime for the old proedure.(5) The new slit unit allows positioning and guiding of objets of 15 mag.(6) The tests revealed that often when the observer entered the telesopeto next near star, it turned out diretly into the slit without any additionalorretions.



Improvement of the low-dispersion spetrosopy at Rozhen NAO 79(7) One motor step hanges the position of the slit by 7.5 mirons andprojets on the CCD as 2.6 mirons (1/7.7 of the pixel size). This high pre-ision is illustrated in Fig. 9.
Fig. 9. The hange of the ontour of the slit projetion for the shifting by 3 steps, i.e. withless than 0.5 pix(8) The remote ontrol and visibility of the slit simpli�ed the observationsand shortens onsiderably the time for preparation of the siene exposure.4 And the forthoming improvement ...Currently, the low-dispersion spetrosopy in the red hannel of FoReRo2 iswith a lower resolution than that in the blue one as the grism in the red han-nel has 300 grooves/mm while that in the blue hannel has 600 grooves/mm.The new CCD VersArray:1300B attahed to the red hannel of FoReRo2 re-quires a new grism to improve onsiderably the low-dispersion spetrosopyfor the red hannel. The �rst riterion for its hoie was to allow measurementof radial veloity of 12-13 mag stars with an auray of 10-15 km/s. The se-ond riterion was the new devie to give a possibility for investigation of thepro�les of the spetral lines and more preise measurements of their EW.The last riterion for the new di�ration grating prism was to provide a pos-sibility for getting Hα and Hβ lines simultaneously on the same spetrum ofVersArray:1300B (important requirement for many astronomial tasks: spe-tral lassi�ation, hromospherially ative stars, Be stars, atalysmi stars,symbioti stars, et.).We hose transmission grism 65999SP07-111R of the produer NewPort(USA) with parameters: 720 grooves/mm; nominal blaze angle of 430.1; apexangle 500; ruled area: 110 x 72 mm (entered); e�ieny ≥ 45 % absoluteaverage S- and P-polarization peak e�ieny at 550 nm; material is trans-mission grade BK-7 with broadband A/R oating; entral wavelength 550nm.The new grism is expeted to be available in August 2012. It will improvethe quality of the low-dispersion spetrosopy at Rozhen NAO onsiderablybeause its inverse linear dispersion 2 A/pix will be 2.4 times higher than thatof the present grism. Thus, we will approah the parameters of a moderate-dispersion spetrosopy.



80 V. Popov et al.5 ConlusionThe new slit unit and the new grism expand onsiderably the possibilitiesand quality of the low-dispersion spetrosopy at Rozhen NAO trough:(a) inreasing of the observed spetral range;(b) substantial shortening of the time for positioning;() inreasing of the quality of the spetra;(d) automati hange of the wavelength range;(e) inreasing of the spetral resolution.Ultimately, the new equipment allows to observe about 4 times more ob-jets per night and the obtained spetra are of higher quality. This naturallyleads to widening of the range of the possible tasks based on observations inthis mode.AknowledgementsThe elements and manufature of the new equipment as well as the new grismwere funded entirely by the projet DO 02-362 of the Bulgarian NationalSiene Fund.Its design and testing is partially supported by projets DO 02-85 andDDVU 02/40-2010 of the Bulgarian National Siene Fund.ReferenesBonev T., Dimitrov D., 2010, BgAJ 13, 153Jokers K., Credner T., Bonev T., et al., 2000, Kinematika i Fizika Neb. Tel Suppl. 3, 13Mihov B., Slavheva-Mihova L., Petrov G., 2006, BgAJ 8 49Popov V., 1983, Compt. Rend. Aad. Bulg. Si. 36, 1, 7Popov V., Dimitrov D., Genkov V., 2006, BgAJ 8, 111


